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HEALING ESSENCES FROM THE HEART OF NATURE

Our popular Sacred Space Sprays are on Sale!

Plus, a Travel Set for your Summer Journeys !

Sacred Space Sprays

 

Our popular Sacred Space Sprays cleanse, harmonize,

and uplift the spaces where we live, sleep and work.

Each spray contains a unique combination of Alaskan

�ower, gem, and environmental essences, and a

complementary blend of the highest quality pure

essential oils to enhance the effect of the essences.

Our four Sacred Space Sprays are discounted for the

month of June.

And, we have created a special Travel Set for you! 

Scroll down to read more. 

Purification Spray • Calling All Angels Spray 

Guardian Spray • Lighten Up Spray 

2-oz spray $14.00 (regular $18) 

4-oz spray $20.00 (regular $26)

Sacred Space Spray Kit (contains all four sprays) 

2-oz spray $52.00 (regular $69) 

4-oz spray $75.00 (regular $99)

This discount may NOT be combined with any other customer discounts. 

Click HERE to find these special sprays in the ONLINE STORE . 

Purification Spray 

Our Purification Spray cleanses and purifies your home and work environments

and your personal energy field. Use it to break up and clear stagnant patterns of

energy on any level. This spray contains the four most cleansing and releasing

essences in our repertory: Black Tourmaline, Fireweed, Portage Glacier, and

Sweetgrass. The essences are complemented by the essential oils of Black Spruce,

Frankincense, Lavender Mailette, and Peppermint. These oils enhance the

purifying function of the essences and add clarifying, sanctifying, and refreshing

qualities to the spray.

Purification Spray evokes a feeling of cool winds blowing off glaciers. It carries an

invigorating blast of ionic energy that washes away tiredness and brings a sense of

vital aliveness. This spray transports the purity of the wilderness into our complex

and man-made environments, awakening our senses and reminding us of our true

nature. 

 

Calling All Angels Spray 

Our Calling All Angels spray helps you to contact the love, guidance, and

protection of the angelic realm . It contains the essences of Angelica, Chalice

Well, Chiming Bells, and Kunzite. These essences bring a soft, loving, and serene

energy into your heart, physical body, and environment. We selected four precious

essential oils to complement the essences: Bulgarian Red Rose Otto, Carnation,

Alpine Lavender, and Pink Grapefruit. These joyful and calming oils promote the

release of tension and help open our hearts to the love and peace of the angels.

Calling All Angels spray came out of our work with children who were having

difficulty sleeping, and as a result were keeping their parents from sleeping as

well. Instead of calling out for mom and dad after waking up, they would use this

spray and fall back into a peaceful slumber. It is one of our best-sellers! 

Guardian Spray 

Our Guardian Spray helps create a powerful force field of protection in your

aura and environment . It contains the essences of Covellite, Devil's Club, Round-

Leaf Orchid, Stone Circle, White Violet, and Yarrow. These essences enable you to

claim your energetic space, maintain your grounding, and feel the protection of

strong and healthy boundaries. Guardian contains the essential oils of Himalayan

Cedar, Lime, Litsea Cubeba, Melissa, and Tangerine. These oils enhance the

protective and grounding qualities of the essences and add uplifting notes of joy

and playfulness. 

 

Guardian Spray is especially useful for anyone who is highly sensitive . We often

feel our sensitivity is a curse instead of a blessing because we don't know how to

keep the energy in our environment from depleting us. It reminds us that we are

the source of our own protection. It connects us with our inner light and helps us

to radiate this powerful energy outward into our surroundings, helping us stay

open and sensitive while feeling protected. 

 

Lighten Up Spray 

The overall effect of Lighten Up Spray is to uplift, energize, inspire and nourish

. It contains Carnelian, Grass of Parnassus, Orange Calcite and Solstice Sun. These

essences open and expand energy pathways, dispel stagnant emotions, and

encourage a more efficient level of light circulation in the body. The essences are

enhanced by the essential oils of Blood Orange, Bulgarian Lavender, Combava

Petitgrain, Lemon Myrtle, and Ylang Ylang Extra. These oils add refreshing,

sparkling, and uplifting qualities to the spray. 

 

Lighten Up Spray was created to counteract seasonal or chronic light deficiencies

because of where people live (extreme northern or southern latitudes), the design

limitations of their living and working environments (dark rooms, not enough

daylight), and the quality of their energy system (energy pathways blocked or

undeveloped). It is also helpful for those who feel cut off in any way from their

inner source of light. 

Travel Set

These three sprays and two combination formulas will keep you sane during your

summer travel and vacations! They also fit easily in your handbag or suitcase and

they meet airline carry-on size restrictions.

Purification Spra y (2-oz) to clear out stagnant and non-serving energy from your

cabin, hotel, Airbnb or rental car.

Calling All Angels Spray (2-oz) to invoke soft and serene energy to help you relax

and sleep in your new surroundings.

Travel Ease Drops (1-oz) and Travel Ease Spray (2-oz) for all plane and car

travel. It helps to maintain the overall integrity of your energy field; promotes the

ongoing release of any toxic or unwanted energy that you may absorb during your

trip; helps you maintain your grounding.

Soul Support (1-oz) emergency formula is helpful for any stressful situation that

may occur during the trip.

Special set price $60.00 (regular $87). Click HERE to buy this set!

Download our catalog, cross-reference and brochures HERE .

VISIT OUR ONLINE STORE

Alaskan Essences Inc. • PO BOX 1090 • Victor, MT 59875 USA 

www.alaskanessences.com • inquire@alaskanessences.com • 800-545-9309
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